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Abstract: A method of generating a non-zero frequency spacing between two laser diodes, using four-wave mixing, mediated
by injection-locking in order to potentially realise THz radiation is presented. Four distinct regimes of operation are observed,
including a periodic response, where the oscillations are simply related to the relaxation oscillations of the system; a periodic
response with multiple frequency components, where there is a harmonic relationship between the fundamental frequency and
the other frequency components; a chaotic response, where the apparent frequency components are not harmonically related;
and finally the locking condition between the lasers, where a continuous wave operation is apparent. A clear linear relationship
between the frequency offset and the detuning frequency while operating under the locking condition is observed, and there is a
clear transition in behaviour on either side of the locking region, where the system shows a nonlinear behaviour. For higher
injection rates, locking is only observed at either end of the locking region, and from this arises a so-called generalised locking
region.

1

Introduction

This study will investigate a method of generating a non-zero
frequency spacing between two laser diodes, using four-wave
mixing (FWM) mediated by injection locking in a third laser.
Using this method could lead to a potential means of efficiently
generating terahertz (THz) radiation within the so-called ‘THz gap’
(100 GHz to 10 THz) [1, 2].
THz and millimetre wave (mm-waves) technologies, which are
able to emit efficiently within the THz gap, have grown
substantially over recent years due to the advancements which have
been made in developing sources and detectors which have the
ability to emit within this frequency range [3–7]. Applications
include gas sensing using THz time-domain spectroscopy [4, 5]
and T-ray imaging [6]. THz technology is also used for the
detection of concealed explosives [1, 7].
It is well known that the THz waves have the ability to interact
with numerous forms of matter, from solids to liquids and gasses.
As a result, THz waves are attractive sources for applications in
medical imaging or for security purposes [8–11] due to the
substantial penetration depth, the waves have in certain materials,
including certain plastics, ceramics, fabrics, wood, and paper [12].
Other highly desirable sources include spectroscopy [13],
biosensing [14], and quality inspection in various industries [15–
17]. THz waves also have astronomical applications [1, 18].
In an experimental paper by Zanola et al. [3], the generation of
tunable and narrow linewidth mm-wave signals is demonstrated
utilising a semiconductor monolithic device. The device was based
on the novel scheme of photomixing assisted by mutual injection
locking through FWM. In the work of Zanola et al., three singlemode distributed feedback (DFB) lasers were utilised.
This work will make a detailed study of the different behaviours
of two lasers, utilising FWM mediated by injection locking in a
third laser, paying particular attention to the different behaviours of
the system observed within the different locking regions [1], but
examining a broader range of parameter values than those
considered experimentally by Zanola et al. [3], with a view to
exploring and optimising the efficiency of the system while
operating under the locked condition.
A potential field of application for the system described here is
to shine the output from the scheme onto a photoconductive
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antenna [1, 8, 19] with the potential of generating a fixed frequency
output. In a typical photoconductive photomixing scheme, two
linearly polarised laser beams, whose difference in central
frequencies fall within a defined frequency range, are applied to a
DC biased photoconductor film, with the resulting difference
frequency emitted by the antenna [19].

2

Background

2.1 Injection-locking
The system under consideration here utilises both injection locking
and FWM. Over the past 25 years or so, the world of optics has
demonstrated the durability and efficient approach that the
injection locking scheme provides for improving the spectral and
dynamic performance of directly modulated laser diodes [20–22].
Injection locking is achieved when the frequency and phase of an
oscillator (slave oscillator) are locked through direct coupling from
a second oscillator (master oscillator) [20]. The system in this
study utilises two lasers, set-up similarly to a bidirectional
configuration, utilising FWM mediated by injection locking in a
third laser. In the system presented here, a fraction of the light from
the first laser (depending on the value of injection rate, κc) is
injected into the cavity of the second laser, as well as, at the same
time, a fraction of light from the second laser (again, depending on
the value of injection rate) is injected into the cavity of the first
laser. However, as will be described, this injection process is
mediated by a third laser diode that uses a FWM process to bring
about a non-zero frequency difference between the two locked
lasers [1].
2.2 Four-wave mixing
FWM may be described as the interaction of three separate
electromagnetic fields in order to produce a fourth [23] through the
third-order nonlinear susceptibility [24]. This produces many
different frequency components, including the ‘clone’ signals
defined below. The FWM scheme utilised in this study is based on
the monolithic FWM scheme fabricated by Zanola et al. [3], where
three separate, but monolithically integrated, semiconductor lasers
were utilised in order to generate mm-wave signals which are both
1

Fig. 1 Laser configuration for the photomixing assisted by mutual
injection locking and the FWM technique [1, 3]

Fig. 2 Lasers 1 and 2 operating
(a) Under the unlocked condition, (b) Under the locked condition [1, 3]

narrow and tunable. In the device demonstrated by Zanola et al.,
two DFB lasers, with frequencies of ν1 and ν2, respectively, are
injected into laser 3, emitting at the frequency of ν3. Lasers 1 and 2
are subsequently locked through mutual injection, mediated by the
process of FWM, which takes place within the third laser [3]. This
is illustrated in Fig. 1. Through the FWM process, two new
conjugate signals are generated (i.e. where the conjugated fields
have a reversed propagation direction but retain their amplitudes
and phases) that are ‘clones’ of the signals from lasers 1 and 2 [3].
The clone signals have the frequencies ν1′ = 2ν3 − ν1 and
ν2′ = 2ν3 − ν2. The clone signal of laser 1, ν1′, is then injected back
into the cavity of laser 2, and the clone signal of laser 2, ν2′, is
injected back into the cavity of laser 1 [3]. If these clone signals’
frequencies differ significantly from the frequencies ν1 and ν2 of
lasers 1 and 2, then the two lasers will not be injection locked. This
condition is depicted in Fig. 2a. In the special case where laser 3 is
operating at the frequency ν3 = ν2 + ν1 /2, the conjugate FWM
signals will have the frequencies of ν1′ = ν2 and ν2′ = ν1 [3]. In order
for the injection locking condition to be potentially realised, these
conditions must be met, whereby the clone signals coincide with
the original signals. Under these conditions, laser 1 will potentially
be injection-locked to the clone signal from laser 2. At the same
time, laser 2 will potentially be injection-locked to the clone signal
from laser 1. When these conditions are met, injection locking is
achieved with a non-zero frequency spacing between the
frequencies of lasers 1 and 2, which are mutually coupled through
their conjugate FWM signals. Under these conditions, the
frequency separation, ν2 − ν1, would lie within the THz frequency
range. This is illustrated in Fig. 2b. It is also worth noting that the
lasers will not only lock when the clone signal frequencies coincide
exactly with the original laser frequencies (i.e. when ν1′ = ν2 and
ν2′ = ν1), but also if the clone signal frequencies are different but
sufficiently close to the original frequencies of lasers 1 and 2. The
upshot of all of this is that the beat signal that would be generated
if the signals from lasers 1 and 2 were photomixed is a potentially
pure radiofrequency signal [3, 25]. Zanola et al. demonstrated this
scheme to be an innovative and compact structure to potentially
generate spectrally pure signals within the THz gap [1, 3]. The
work of Zanola et al. was only limited by the stopband gratings
that were used in the DFBs, hence the only operation in the GHz
range was achieved. They concluded that if gratings with larger
stopbands were used, then wider tunability of the operating
frequency could be achieved [3]. As the bandwidth of the FWM
can exceed several THz [25–27], this indicates the feasibility of the
system presented in this study for potentially producing THz
radiation.

3

System model

This work studies the full range of behaviours of the system such
as that implemented experimentally by Zanola et al. [3]. In the
system examined here, it is possible to treat the interactions
occurring inside the cavity of the third laser as two, separate, FWM
processes [1]; one where the output from laser 1, at frequency ν1,
interacts with the output from laser 3, at frequency ν3, in order to
generate a conjugate signal at ν1′ = 2ν3 − ν1, and the second where
the output from laser 2, at frequency ν2, interacts with the output
from laser 3, at frequency ν3, in order to generate a conjugate signal
at ν2′ = 2ν3 − ν2. Two energy-level diagrams [28, 29] may be used
to describe these processes, as illustrated in Figs. 3a and b [1].
The FWM system under consideration here may also be
represented mathematically [1]. The nonlinear polarisation may be
defined as [28]
~3

~3

P t = ϵ0 χ 3 E t ,

(1)

~

Fig. 3 Energy-level descriptions of the two FWM processes taking place
(a) Illustrating the generation of clone frequency ν1′, (b) Illustrating the generation of

clone frequency ν2′ [1]

2

where P t is defined as the nonlinear part of the electric
polarisation of the material, ϵ0 is the permittivity of free space, χ 3
~
is the third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility, and E t is the
applied optical field strength.
The FWM system under consideration here consists of three
frequency components, and as such, the polarisation from (1) may
IET Optoelectron.
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The laser rate equations presented in the work of Peters-Flynn
et al. [32, 33] will be the foundation for the three-laser FWM
model presented in this study. These rate equations are related to
those initially developed by Lang and Kobayashi [34], however,
for the work presented here, the rate equations have been modified
to accommodate optical phase conjugate injection [1].
The rate equations representing the system are represented by
(4)–(7), where A1, 2 t represents the phase-conjugated fields, and
Δω = 2πΔν represents the circular detuning frequency. It is
emphasised here that the quantity Δν is not in the THz range
frequency separation, but rather the detuning frequency between
the original signals and the clones, as illustrated in Fig. 4. This is
different from the frequency difference (ν2 − ν1), which is of course
in the THz frequency range. Equation (7) represents the gain in the
medium and is applied to both the first and second lasers,
respectively. The model is simulated using the parameter values
defined in Table 1 [32, 33]. Here, it is emphasised that the time of
flight between the coupled electric fields in the model is assumed
to be zero [1]
dA1 t
1
1
= 1 + iα G1 −
A t + κc A2 t eiΔωt,
dt
2
τp 1

(4)

dA2 t
1
1
= 1 + iα G2 −
A t + κc A1 t eiΔωt,
dt
2
τp 2

(5)

dN1, 2 t
J N t
= − 1, 2 − G1, 2 A1, 2 t 2,
dt
e
τn

(6)

G1, 2 =
Fig. 4 Illustration of the detuning frequency, Δν, as a function of the
deviation of the clone signals from ν1 and ν2
(a) Illustration of detuning frequency, Δν, as a function of the deviation of the clone
signals from ν1 and ν2 for positive detuning [1], (b) Illustration of detuning frequency,

Δν, as a function of the deviation of the clone signals from ν1 and ν2 for negative
detuning [1]

Table 1 Laser parameters used in the investigation [32, 33]
Parameter
Symbol
Value
linewidth enhancement factor
carrier lifetime

α
τn

photon lifetime

τp

2 ps

gain coefficient

g

15 × 103 s−1

gain saturation coefficient

ϵ

carrier number at transparency

N0

5
2 ns

1.5 × 10−17
1.5 × 108

be induced by an applied field also consisting of three frequency
components [28]
~

E t = E1 e− i 2πν1 t + E2 e− i 2πν2 t + E3 e− i 2πν3 t + c ⋅ c .

(2)

~3

The resulting expression E t contains 44 different frequency
components if the positive and negative frequencies are distinct.
These frequencies are defined as [28] (and the negative of each)
ν1, ν2, ν3, 3ν1, 3ν2, 3ν3, ν1 + ν2 + ν3 , ν1 + ν2 − ν3 ,
ν1 + ν3 − ν2 , ν1 + ν3 − ν1 , ν2 + ν3 − ν1 , 2ν1 ± ν2 ,

(3)

2ν1 ± ν3 , 2ν2 ± ν1 , 2ν2 ± ν3 , 2ν3 ± ν1 , 2ν3 ± ν2 .
For the work under consideration here, phase conjugate injection
[30, 31] is going to be considered (which is defined in more detail
in the Appendix). This is used to model a similar system to that
implemented experimentally by Zanola et al. [3], specifically
creating the frequency components of 2ν3 − ν1 and 2ν3 − ν2, as these
are the only ones similar in frequency to ν1 and ν2 [1].
IET Optoelectron.
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g N1, 2 t − N0
.
1 + ϵ A1, 2 t 2

(7)

Two equations are defined for each of the two lasers; one
represents the slowly varying complex electric field amplitude,
A1, 2 t , in the laser cavity for the first laser or the second laser,
respectively, defined by (4) and (5), and the other represents the
number of charge carriers, N1, 2 t , in the gain medium for the first
laser or the second laser, respectively, defined by (6). As discussed
in the introduction, light from laser 1 is injected into the cavity of
laser 2, and likewise, light from laser 2 is injected into the cavity of
laser 1. As such, the system employed here is similar to a
bidirectional injection-locked scheme. As this system implements
injection-locking mediated by FWM, to correctly implement the
FWM process, both electric fields must be conjugated. This is done
in order to simulate the effect of generating the two clone signals
from lasers 1 and 2, which are two new conjugate FWM signals.
These conjugated signals are then multiplied by the injection rate,
κc, together with the frequency detuning terms, Δν. It is worth
noting here that both the frequency detuning terms from (4) and (5)
are positive; this is because the frequency detuning, Δν, in this
work defines the deviation of the clone signals ν1′ and ν2′ from ν2
and ν1, respectively (not the deviation of the third laser from its
centre frequency), as depicted in Figs. 4a and b. For positive values
of frequency detuning, ν1′ and ν2′ will move positively with respect
to ν2 and ν1, as illustrated in Fig. 4a. As a result, there will be an
equal frequency spacing between ν1 → ν3 and ν3 → ν1′, and also
between ν2′ → ν3 and ν3 → ν2. For negative detuning, the clone
signals will move negatively with respect to ν1 and ν2, as illustrated
in Fig. 4b, and as a result, there will be equal frequency spacing
between ν2′ → ν3 and ν3 → ν2, and also between ν1 → ν3 and ν3 → ν1′.
It should be noted that the deviation of the clone signals from ν1
and ν2 will be twice that of the deviation of ν3 from its central
frequency, as shown in (8) [1]:
Δν = ν′2 − ν1 = 2ν3 − ν1 − ν1 = 2 ν3 − ν1 ,
∴ ν3 − ν1 =

Δν
.
2

(8)

The deviation of laser 3 from its central frequency value is of
course what causes the system to either operate under the locked or
unlocked condition. However, for the work presented in this study,
3

Fig. 5 System behaviour for bidirectional phase conjugate injection, for
injection rates, κc, ranging from 0.1 to 8.0 ns−1, for detuning frequencies,
Δν, extending from −10 to 4 GHz [1]

Fig. 6 System behaviour for bidirectional phase conjugate injection, for
injection rates, κc, ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 ns−1, for detuning frequencies,
Δν, extending from −2 to 2 GHz [1]

it is the deviations of ν1′ and ν2′ from ν2 and ν1 that have been
modelled. Thus, it is this quantity that will be referred to as the
detuning frequency, Δν [1]. It is again emphasised that this is not
the THz range frequency separation.

4

FWM model: locking region analysis

For the work presented in this study, the system was simulated with
the injection rate, κc, values ranging from 0.1 to 8.0 ns−1, with
frequency detuning values, Δν, extending from −10 to 4 GHz. This
is depicted in Fig. 5, where the black crosses resemble cases where
the lasers’ carrier and photon number output are oscillating
periodically, the green stars resemble a periodic, yet more complex
waveform containing multiple frequencies, and the blue squares
resemble regions where the lasers’ carrier and photon number
exhibit a chaotic behaviour, with multiple, unrelated frequencies
apparent in the system. The locking condition between the two
lasers is the final region, and these are represented by red circles.
This is where continuous wave (CW) operation is observed [1].
Details from Fig. 5 are shown in Fig. 6, where Fig. 6 shows the
locking region with injection rate values ranging from 0.1 and 0.9
ns−1 for detuning frequency values extending from −2 to 2 GHz.
Figs. 5 and 6 show the range of different behaviours exhibited by
the system. For injection rates extending from 0.1 to 0.7 ns−1, the
system shows behaviours expected from a typical bidirectional
injection locked system, whereby the locking region shows a
symmetrical tendency for both positive and negative frequency
4

Fig. 7 Carrier number output with an injection rate, κc, of 0.8 ns−1 with a
frequency detuning, Δν, of 0 GHz with periodic oscillations with a
frequency of ≃9.18 GHz [1]

detuning values. Here, both lasers lock for each value of detuning
frequency considered. When the injection rate of the system is
increased between 0.8 and 1.0 ns−1, the system still displays
similarities to those of a bidirectional injection locked system,
however, the system only locks for larger values of positive and
negative frequency detuning (for 0 or small frequency detuning,
the system simply oscillates at ∼9.2 GHz); taking an injection rate
of 0.9 ns−1 as an example, between detuning frequencies of −700
MHz and −1.4 GHz, and between 1.2 and 1.4 GHz, the two lasers
lock, as per the red circles. In between these two regions, the
system simply oscillates continuously at ∼9.2 GHz (shown as
black crosses), corresponding to the relaxation oscillation
frequency of the system, as discussed later. It is also noted that the
stronger the injection rate, the narrower the locking region for
positive detuning values, hence indicating that the linewidth
enhancement factor, α, in both lasers is having an increased effect
on the system, thus making locking more difficult with positive
frequency detuning values. When outside the locking region, the
system oscillates periodically, with multiple frequencies present in
the system, shown as green stars. As the injection rate is extended
from 0.1 to 0.7 ns−1, it is interesting to note that the width of the
locking region increases [1].
4.1 Simple periodic oscillations
4.1.1 Relaxation oscillations: In this section, the region of black
crosses is considered, where the system simply oscillates
approximately sinusoidally, as can be seen in Fig. 7. When this
behaviour is apparent, regardless of the frequency detuning value,
the system simply oscillates with a frequency of ∼9.2 GHz each
time. By analysing the frequency of the relaxation oscillations of
the laser rate equations for the parameter values in Table 1, a
frequency value of ∼9.0–9.2 GHz is found. This is similar in value
to those obtained for the complete system's oscillations. This
indicates that the frequency of these oscillations is related to the
laser relaxation oscillation frequency. It is also apparent from
Fig. 7 that these oscillations are undamped oscillations. Increasing
the injection current causes the frequency of these oscillations also
to increase, offering further evidence that the frequency of these
oscillations is related to the relaxation oscillations frequency of the
system. In these regions, the lasers are not injection-locked (as a
non-CW behaviour is observed), but the carriers and photons in
both lasers exhibit the same time domain pattern [1].
It should be noted that this behaviour is only observed for
injection rates of 0.8 ns−1 or above, when the system will only lock
for larger values of positive and negative detuning (as discussed
previously), and when the system starts to become asymmetrical in
behaviour, which leads to the generalised locking region, which
will be discussed in more detail in Section 5. The black crosses for
injection rates above 0.8 ns−1 in Figs. 5 and 6 represent this region
of behaviour.
IET Optoelectron.
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Fig. 8 Typical behaviour observed for single periodic oscillations
(a) Carrier (top panel), photon (middle panel) and FFT (bottom panel) outputs with κc = 0.1 ns−1 and Δν = − 200 MHz [1], (b) Carrier (top panel), photon (middle panel) and FFT

(bottom panel) outputs with κc = 0.1 ns−1 and Δν = + 200 MHz [1], (c) Carrier (top panel), photon (middle panel) and FFT (bottom panel) outputs with κc = 0.5 ns−1 and
Δν = − 900 MHz [1]

When the system is operating with lower injection rates,
extending from 0.1 to 0.7 ns−1, the oscillations of ∼9.2 GHz are not
observed. This region is, of course, the region where strong
symmetrical locking behaviour is apparent, and behaviours typical
of Figs. 8a–c are observed [1].
4.1.2 Single periodic oscillations: Figs. 8a–c show the typical
oscillations observed when a black cross is apparent in Figs. 5 and
IET Optoelectron.
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6, where the injection rate is extended from 0.1 to 0.7 ns−1.
Figs. 8a and b show the response of the system for an injection rate
of 0.1 ns−1 for detuning frequencies of −200 and +200 MHz,
respectively, and Fig. 8c shows the response of the system for an
injection rate of 0.5 ns−1 for a detuning frequency of −900 MHz. In
all figures, a clear periodic pattern is apparent in the time domain
trace of the carriers and photons, which all appear to display a
strong fundamental frequency, where frequencies between 116
5

Fig. 9 Typical behaviour observed for complex periodic oscillations
(a) Carrier (top panel), photon (middle panel) and FFT (bottom panel) outputs with κc = 5.0 ns−1 and Δν = 0 Hz [1], (b) Carrier (top panel), photon (middle panel) and FFT (bottom

panel) outputs with κc = 3.0 ns−1 and Δν = − 4.6 GHz [1]

MHz (Fig. 8a) and 388 MHz (Fig. 8c) are observed. In this region,
the lasers are again not injection-locked, but exhibit the same time
domain pattern in the carriers and photons in both lasers [1].
To confirm the dominance of the fundamental frequency under
these conditions, the spectrum of the photon number for each case
is plotted, estimated using a fast-Fourier-transform (FFT) using a
Hamming window, with the DC component removed for clarity.
There is a clear harmonic relationship between the frequencies
present in the system, with the fundamental frequency in each case
exhibiting the highest power (∼116 MHz in Fig. 8a, and ∼388
MHz in Fig. 8c). The other frequency components within the
spectrum are harmonically related to the fundamental frequency
[1]. In the FFT of Fig. 8a, additional peaks are observed at 232 and
348 MHz, and in the FFT of Fig. 8c, additional peaks are observed
at 776 MHz, 1.164 GHz etc., thus confirming the harmonic
relationship between the fundamental frequency and other
frequency components.
Figs. 8a–c demonstrate behaviours typical of those observed
when the system was operating with injection rate values ranging
from 0.1 to 2 ns−1 when the system was operating outside of the
locking region only. When operating outside of this range,
contrasting behaviours were observed, which will be described and
analysed later [1].
4.2 Complex periodic oscillations
In this section, the region of green stars in Figs. 5 and 6 is
considered. Examples of the observed time-domain behaviours are
given in Figs. 9a and b, which show the behaviours for an injection
rate of 5.0 ns−1 with a detuning frequency of 0 Hz, and an injection
rate of 3.0 ns−1 with a detuning frequency of −4.6 GHz. This
regime of behaviour shows a periodic response once more,
however, a more complex waveform is observed, indicating the
presence of multiple frequency components. For an injection rate
of 5.0 ns−1 and detuning frequency of 0 Hz (Fig. 9a), the
fundamental frequency component was measured to be 3.11 GHz,
whereas for an injection rate of 3.0 ns−1 and detuning frequency of

6

−4.6 GHz (Fig. 9b), the fundamental frequency component was
measured to be 4.78 GHz [1].
As with the periodic oscillations, to elucidate these multiple
frequencies, FFTs of the photon number outputs have been plotted.
These are displayed in the lowest plots of Figs. 9a and b, where the
DC components have once more been removed for clarity. In these
figures, there is again a harmonic relationship between the
frequencies present in the system, however, in these cases, the
fundamental frequency does not have the highest power. In the case
of Fig. 9a, the frequency with the highest power appears to be the
third harmonic (∼9.33 GHz), whereas, in the case of Fig. 9b, the
second harmonic appears to contain the highest power (∼9.56
GHz). The other frequency components present in the spectra of
both figures are harmonically related to the fundamental frequency
[1].
When a green cross is displayed in Figs. 5 and 6, behaviours
comparable to those shown in either Fig. 9a or Fig. 9b are
apparent. In these regions, the lasers are again not injection-locked,
but follow the same time domain pattern as the carriers and
photons in both lasers [1].
4.3 Chaos
The blue crosses from Figs. 5 and 6 represent a chaotic behaviour
in the system. The regions of chaotic behaviour only become
apparent when the system is operating with an injection rate of at
least 2.0 ns−1 and a detuning frequency value of −4 GHz when the
behaviour of the system has become more complex. Fig. 10
demonstrates an example of the typical chaotic behaviour
observed. As can be seen in Fig. 10, there are clearly multiple, nonharmonically-related frequencies apparent in the system, and these
multiple frequencies appear to include a frequency component of
∼9.2 GHz. It is again interesting to note that the frequency
component observed from the chaos in Fig. 10 is approximately
equal to the relaxation oscillation frequency, as discussed
previously. As CW operation is desired from this system, a chaotic
response, such as that seen in Fig. 10, should be avoided for the
applications under consideration here. As the injection rate is
increased, the regions of chaotic behaviour become more apparent;
IET Optoelectron.
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4.4 Injection-locked

Fig. 10 Carrier (top panel), photon (middle panel) and FFT (bottom
panel) outputs with κc = 5.0 ns−1 and Δν = − 4 GHz [1]

The red circles depicted in Figs. 5 and 6 indicate regions of locking
between the first and second lasers, and this is the final area of
interest for this work. The time domain representation of the
locking is illustrated in Fig. 11, where the carriers are represented
in the top figure, the photons are represented in the middle figure,
and the FFT is represented in the bottom figure. Fig. 11 presents
the locking condition for an injection rate of 0.6 ns−1 and a
detuning frequency of −500 MHz. When the system locks, a clear
CW operation is observed, where there is a clear absence of any
oscillations in the carrier and photon output responses. In this case,
the steady-state value of the carriers and photons output responses
have settled to very similar values in both lasers. It is this condition
that gives a fixed frequency separation between the two lasers [1].
The FFT plots for both lasers shows that only a single
frequency is present for both lasers while the system is operating
within the locked condition [1].
Considering the locking behaviour for different injection rates,
it has been seen that increasing the injection rate causes the system
to take more time to lock, where the transient oscillations take
more time to diminish than with lower injection rates. This is to be
expected as increasing κc increases the amplitude of the sinusoidal
oscillations, and as such the oscillations in the system take longer
to decay to a negligible level.
Also, it can be noted that as the frequency detuning is increased,
the system takes less time to lock than with lower frequency
detuning values; e.g. at an injection rate of 0.9 ns−1, the system
takes longer time to lock with a frequency detuning of −700 MHz
than it does with a frequency detuning of −1.4 GHz. This is also
true for positive frequency detuning values. For negative values of
detuning, the system very rapidly locks on the border of the
locking region. When the system operates with an injection rate of
0.9 ns−1 and a frequency detuning of −1.4 GHz, the system will
lock and operate in CW the instant after the turn-on transient of the
system, before losing synchronisation at a frequency detuning of
−1.5 GHz. For positive values of detuning, this is not the case (for
injection rates >0.8 ns−1). For the generation of a stable frequency
difference between the two lasers, the regions denoted by red
circles will be more useful as these regions will give the best
spectral purity, which will lead to a narrower linewidth.
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Fig. 11 Carrier (top panel), photon (middle panel) and FFT (bottom
panel) outputs with κc = 0.6 ns−1 and Δν = − 500 MHz [1]

at an injection rate of 5.0 ns−1, the region of chaotic behaviour has
a width of 4 GHz, whereas the region of chaotic behaviour has a
width of 6 GHz for an injection rate of 7.0 ns−1 [1].
As was the case for the periodic and multiple periodic
responses, the spectra of the photon number signals are plotted
using FFTs in order to corroborate whether the carriers and photons
are actually exhibiting chaotic behaviour [1]. Again, the DC
component has been removed for clarity. The FFT is shown in the
lower plot of Fig. 10, and it is clear that it is difficult to distinguish
the individual peaks in the spectrum, indicating a clear chaotic
behaviour being exhibited by the system in these regions [1].
IET Optoelectron.
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Locking condition analysis

To establish what kind of behaviour the system exhibits while
operating within the locking regions, an analysis on the optical
phase, φ, and its rate of change dφ/dt is done. This is done in order
to analyse the instantaneous frequency of the two lasers. After the
turn on transient of the laser, φ varies linearly with time, thus
indicating a constant frequency offset from the free-running
frequency of the laser. When operating under the locked condition,
there is no superimposed modulation in the response of φ or dφ/dt.
When operating outside of the locking region, superimposed
modulation is observed in φ and dφ/dt, thus indicating a phase and
frequency modulation of the signals; the deviation in dφ/dt follows
the same pattern as the deviation in photon number (the time
domain trace) [1].
Fig. 12a shows the mean value of the frequency offset, dφ/dt,
as a function of detuning frequency when the system was operating
with an injection rate of 0.2 ns−1, with the red circles and black
crosses corresponding to the locking condition and periodic
condition, respectively, between the lasers, as per Figs. 5 and 6. It
is clear from the figure that there is a linear relationship between
the frequency offset and the detuning frequency while operating
within the locking region, and there is a clear transition in
behaviour either side of the locking region, where the frequency
offset shows a different, nonlinear dependence on detuning. The
figure also clearly shows that the lasers lock at each point of
detuning frequency within the linear region [1].
Fig. 12b shows the mean value of the frequency offset against
detuning frequency when the system operates with an injection rate
of 0.9 ns−1. Here, it is clear to see again the linear relationship
between the frequency offset and detuning when the laser is
7

periodicity also exhibited a harmonic relationship between the
fundamental frequency and the other frequency components
present in the FFT spectrum, with the fundamental frequency
component containing the highest power.
The second region was where multiple frequencies were present
in the response of the system, again with a harmonic relationship
between the fundamental frequency and other frequency
components, however, in this case, the fundamental frequency did
not contain the highest power.
The third regime of behaviour was where the system exhibited a
chaotic behaviour, and where the apparent frequency components
were not harmonically related.
The locked condition was the final regime of behaviour
observed in the system, where the two lasers’ carriers and photons
settled to a constant steady-state value after the relaxation
oscillations and were operating in CW. For the best spectral purity,
it is best for the system to operate under the locked condition,
where a narrower linewidth will be observed because of the phaselocking between the lasers.
There was a clear linear relationship between the frequency
offset and detuning frequency while operating in the locking
region, and there was a clear transition in behaviour either side of
the locking region, where the system showed a nonlinear
relationship. It was found that for higher injection rates, although
locking was only observed at either end of the generalised locking
region, a clear linear relationship was still observed between the
frequency offset and detuning frequency while operating in this
generalised locking region.
Further work will profitably examine the response of the
coupled laser system to introduced perturbations, and whether or
not the three laser FWM scheme, operated in the locking region,
provides a performance enhancement over the case of two
uncoupled lasers, with a view of exploring the potential application
advantage of operating within the generalised locking region.
Fig. 12 Mean value of the frequency offset, dφ/dt, as a function of the
detuning frequency
−1

(a) Analysis of the frequency offset against detuning frequency for κc = 0.2 ns

operating within the generalised locking region, as was seen with
an injection rate of 0.2 ns−1. However, it is interesting to note, as
per Fig. 6, the system only locks between −1.4 GHz and −700
MHz, and between +1.2 and +1.5 GHz, at either end of the
generalised locking region, with a periodic response observed in
the central region (as discussed previously), hence, this is why this
region is called the generalised locking region. This is due to the
linewidth enhancement factor, α, in both of the lasers having an
increased effect on the system, thus causing fewer locking
conditions with positive detuning. As the injection rate is
increased, this eventually causes the system to become
asymmetrical in behaviour. Again, outside of the generalised
locking region, the frequency offset shows nonlinear dependence
on detuning, where dφ/dt is not constant, but oscillates around a
constant value following the same pattern as the green stars (as
discussed previously) [1].

Conclusion

This study introduced numerical studies of a three-laser FWM
scheme, which employed injection locking to maintain a locking
condition with a non-zero separation of the lasers’ frequency, in
order to potentially realise THz radiation while operating under the
locked condition.
Through the analysis, four distinct regions of behaviour were
observed in the response of the system. The first area was where
the carriers and photons oscillated periodically in an approximately
sinusoidal fashion, where these oscillations had a frequency
approximately equal to the relaxation oscillation frequency, thus
suggesting a simple relationship between these oscillations and the
relaxation oscillation of the laser diodes. Increasing the injection
current caused an increase in this frequency. This region of
8
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Appendix

Continuing from (3) the nonlinear polarisation may be represented
as [28]
~

P

3

t =

∑ P νn
n

e− i2πνnt .
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(9)

Considering the positive frequencies, the nonlinear polarisation for
each can be written as [28]
P ν1 = ϵ0 χ 3 3E1E1∗ + 6E2E2∗ + 6E3E3∗ E1,
P ν2 = ϵ0 χ 3 6E1E1∗ + 3E2E2∗ + 6E3E3∗ E2,
P ν3 = ϵ0 χ 3 6E1E1∗ + 6E2E2∗ + 3E3E3∗ E3,
P 3ν1 = ϵ0 χ 3 E13,
P 3ν2 = ϵ0 χ 3 E23,
P 3ν3 = ϵ0 χ 3 E33,
P ν1 + ν2 + ν3 = 6ϵ0 χ 3 E1E2E3,
P ν1 + ν2 − ν3 = 6ϵ0 χ 3 E1E2E3∗,
P ν1 + ν3 − ν2 = 6ϵ0 χ 3 E1E3E2∗,
P ν2 + ν3 − ν1 = 6ϵ0 χ 3 E2E3E1∗,
P 2ν1 + ν2 = 3ϵ0 χ 3 E12E2,
P 2ν1 + ν3 = 3ϵ0 χ 3 E12E3,

(10)

P 2ν2 + ν1 = 3ϵ0 χ 3 E22E1,
P 2ν2 + ν3 = 3ϵ0 χ 3 E22E3,
P 2ν3 + ν1 = 3ϵ0 χ 3 E32E1,
P 2ν3 + ν2 = 3ϵ0 χ 3 E32E2,
P 2ν1 − ν2 = 3ϵ0 χ 3 E12E2∗,
P 2ν1 − ν3 = 3ϵ0 χ 3 E12E3∗,
P 2ν2 − ν1 = 3ϵ0 χ 3 E22E1∗,
P 2ν2 − ν3 = 3ϵ0 χ 3 E22E3∗,
P 2ν3 − ν1 = 3ϵ0 χ 3 E32E1∗,
P 2ν3 − ν2 = 3ϵ0 χ 3 E32E2∗,
where ′ ∗′ denotes complex conjugation.
In each case shown in (10), the frequency argument of P is
equal to the sum of the frequencies associated with the field
amplitudes that can be seen on the right-hand side (RHS) of the
equation, adhering to the convention that a negative frequency is to
be associated with a field amplitude that appears conjugated [28]. It
should also be noted that the numerical factors of 1, 3 or 6 that are
apparent in each term on the RHS of each equation corresponds to
the number of distinct permutations of the field frequencies that
contribute to that term [1, 28].
Of
these
many
components,
the
last
two,
P 2ν3 − ν1 = 3ϵ0 χ 3 E32E1∗ and P 2ν3 − ν2 = 3ϵ0 χ 3 E32E2∗, are chosen
because these are the only frequency components similar in
frequency to ν1 and ν2, and where the fields are conjugated in both
terms, hence this is the so-called phase conjugate injection [1].
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